
Mat����ti��

We c��'t �a�� t� �e�� y�u . . .
All the maths teachers at Crestwood are very much looking forward to

meeting you. Hopefully, by completing this booklet you will be able to find

out some facts about the maths teachers at Crestwood, do some research

into some of our favourite mathematicians, and do some maths either on

your own or with your family.



Me�t ��� Te�m
There are 14 maths teachers at Crestwood. Throughout this booklet you will find some of their favourite

Maths related things. Come back to this page to fill them in when you spot them. Can

you find them all?



Mat�� ��z���
The numbers in the 2 circles add up to the number in the squares between

them. Can you fill in all the missing numbers? (show your workings in the

spaces at the sides)

These two have numbers missing in the circles as well. Can you find

them?

What strategy did you use?



Mat����ti�� Eq����en�
Secondary Mathematics is so exciting!

To be ready for every lesson you will need the following

equipment:-

A pen

A pencil

A rubber

A ruler

A green pen (For marking and correcting)

A whiteboard pen (We use mini whiteboards a lot!)

A highlighter (this is to ensure your powerful knowledge stands out!)

You will need your own calculator.

We recommend getting a

Casio FX83-GTX (Put your name on it)

Sometimes we use geometry sets,

(protractor and compass). We

recommend that all students bring their own to each maths lesson.

Dr��o�t
We use DrFrost for homework - you will be given the login details and

your own login and password details in September.

We give ClassChart points to all students who work hard on their homework.



Num��� �f ��e d��
Once a week the lesson will start with a number of the

day - these are designed to help you remember a range

of topics and keywords. How many of these can you

answer?



Hex���� Pro���m�



Cro�� ��m���
Use the clues to complete the cross number



Wor� ����c�
At the start of every lesson you will be asked to copy keywords into your

book  - we discuss what they mean too.

Some keywords you will see are hidden in the grid below, can you find

them?

Com���t�� o�� b�o���t? Wel� ��n�!
You can check out nrich.maths.org for more problems to get you thinking. . .


